
PROSCREEN USERS                                                      October 2019 
 Currently we are unable to supply this urine drug test cup, as is the case for all suppliers of this 
product worldwide. The issue of supply or (non-supply)  we are told by the manufacturers, could     
extend into February 2020.. 
 
In the interim, we are able to offer alternative drug screening options to fill the temporary gap until this 
issue is resolved. 
 
There are three distinct  urine  drug testing  options available, all verified to Appdx B AS/NZ 
4308:2008 and either tilt cup as per Proscreen, or the split cup (EZI Cup and Innoscreen.) -   

We are hoping this supply issue will be shortlived and that you will return to your Proscreen use when 
it is finally sorted.  Until then, Drugchek apologizes for any inconvenience caused through this disrup-
tion and offer as always, our full ongoing customer support and service during this transition time and 
are of course happy to discuss any questions or concerns you may have..  
 . 

 
There are three distinct  urine  drug testing  options available, all verified to Appdx B                        
AS/NZ 4308:2008 and either tilt cup as per Proscreen, EcoCup II (direct delivery                                
of the specimen) or the split cup (EZI Cup and Innoscreen.) -  
 
1. Innoscreen Rapid Cup verified to AS/NZ 4308:2008. 6 panel urine c/w                                            
6 integrity tests 
Based on the same principle as the Proscreen Cup : 
Collector screws the  lid on and test is activated by tilting the cup onto the                                         
legs of the lid. Used by NSW Police exclusively for their urine drug testing                                         
regime.  This option would provide a seamless processing option 

 
 
2. ECOcup II  urine drug test cup 6 panel. Again verified to AS/NZS4308:2008  
This cup is a good alternative, however the test process isn’t performed                                             
the same as a tilt cup type. The Ecocup will start to process the test                                                      
(integrity and drug test) immediately the sample is delivered into the cup.                                                    
- Results are read  on the label around the outer of the  cup. 
 

 
3. InnoScreen Split Cup verified to AS/NZ 4308:2008 
Offers the same performance as the SureStep EZI Cup or Medix Prosplit cup                                            
but has the added advantage of each drug class having its own test window.   
 

 
4. Surestep EZI Cup - verified too AS/NZ 4308:2008 
Split cup 6 panel urine screen with a  push button key used  to deliver sufficient                              
sample into the testing chamber (split cup) thus activating the control for the                                      
screening process 

 

 


